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Light And Optics (Physics in Our World)Facts on File, 2007
SEVERAL THOUSAND YEARS ago people believed that vision involved the emission of some kind of radiation by the eye. Everyone realized the eyes are necessary—an eye injury causes a loss of vision—but people in ancient times imagined the eye sent out rays and bounced them off distant objects, providing a sense of vision by analyzing the...
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Fundamentals of Electroceramics: Materials, Devices, and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		The first textbook to provide in-depth treatment of electroceramics with emphasis on applications in microelectronics, magneto-electronics, spintronics, energy storage and harvesting, sensors and detectors, magnetics, and in electro-optics and acousto-optics

	
		Electroceramics is a class of ceramic materials used...
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Complete General Science for IAS: Includes physics, chemistry and biology by sifox publication.Independent Publishers Group, 2017

	Science is valued mostly for its practical advantages though it is also valued of gratifying disinterested curiosity and as an object of great aesthetic charm. It is quite obvious that the bulk of mankind, value science, chiefly for the practical advantages it brings with it.

	PART – I PHYSICS Sl. No. TOPICS PAGE No. 1. Wave Theory...
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WDM Technologies: Optical Networks, First Edition (Optics and Photonics Series)Academic Press, 2004
These volumes are about wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM), the
most recent technology innovation in optical fiber communications. In the
past two decades, optical communications has totally changed the way we
communicate. It is a revolution that has fundamentally transformed the
core of telecommunications, its basic...
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Space And TimeCase Press, 2007

	SPACE AND TIME BY EMILE BOREL Honorary Director of LEcole Normalc Supcrieure Professor of the Faculte des Sciences of Paris Member of the Institute BLACKIE SON LIMITED LONDON AND GLASGOW 1926 Preface The reader will not find here a didactic account of Einsteins theories. Such an account requires the use of the formulas of mathematical physics...
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Introduction to Flat Panel Displays (Wiley Series in Display Technology)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
Flat Panel Displays (FPDs) are a frequent feature in our daily lives, used in mobile phones, laptop computers, desktop computer monitors and TVs. Several display technologies have been developed for FPDs, such as liquid crystal display (LCD), plasma display panel (PDP), light emitting diode (LED), organic light emitting device (OLED) and field...
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Mac Digital PhotographySybex, 2003

	One day,Erica and her husband took the kids out for ice cream, and she noticed
	a big advertisement hanging above the counter. It said, “Bring in your digital photographs.
	We’ll put them on ice cream cakes.” She found the manager and asked what was
	involved. “It’s simple,” she said. “Just bring...
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Atom InterferometryAcademic Press, 1996
"I know of no similar books in the literature, and I am sure Atom Interferometry will be very useful for scientists who are interested both in the fundamental and applied aspects of quantum physics."
--Vasili Kharchenko, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, PHYSICS TODAY. -- Review     
       
...
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X-Ray Spectrometry: Recent Technological AdvancesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
During the last decade, remarkable and often spectacular progress has been made in the methodological and instrumental aspects of x-ray spectrometry. This progress includes considerable technological improvements in the design and production of detectors as well as significant advances in x-ray optics, special configurations and computing...
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Adaptive Optics for Vision Science: Principles, Practices, Design and Applications (Wiley Series in Microwave and Optical Engineering)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
The rationale for this handbook is to make adaptive optics technology for vision science and ophthalmology as broadly accessible as possible. While the scientific literature chronicles the dramatic recent achievements enabled by adaptive optics in vision correction and retinal imaging, it does less well at conveying the practical information...
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Quantum Statistical MechanicsCambridge University Press, 2009
The book provides a contemporary understanding of irreversibility, particularly in quantum systems. It explains entropy production in quantum kinetic theory and in the master equation formulation of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics. The first half of the book focuses on the foundations of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics with emphasis on...
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Principles of Nanophotonics (Optics and Optoelectronics)Taylor & Francis, 2008
The Theory and Applications of Nanophotonics Devices, Fabrication, and Systems
Coauthored by the developer of nanophotonics, Principles of Nanophotonics outlines physically intuitive concepts of the subject using a novel theoretical framework that differs from conventional wave optics. It probes far-reaching physical...
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